What’s OWASP?

OPEN Everything at OWASP is radically transparent from our finances to our code.

INNOVATION OWASP encourages and supports innovation/experiments for solutions to software security challenges.

GLOBAL Anyone around the world is encouraged to participate in the OWASP community.

INTEGRITY OWASP is an honest and truthful, vendor neutral, global community.
Chapter meetings

First Wednesday every two months*

Next meeting:

3rd April 2013
6th May 2013 with Jim Manico
Comms

Subscribe to OWASP Canberra mailing list

Tell us your appsec story
News: Douchebaggery on Pastebin

Bunch of SQLi tips on .mil and .gov website
No hack, just lame
News: ATO hacked

Great headline, but misleading

Should read, “Four tax agents credentials stolen”
News:
OWASP Project Reboots

Secure Development Guide
  v2010 is yet to really take off

Security Testing Guide
  v4 being drafted
Sponsors & Supporters

SANS

IBM

Centre for Internet Safety
Guest Speaker

Scott MacLeod
CTO @ AFP